
Date: June 7, 2016 

To: Chair and Members of Planning and Development 
Committee 

From: Edward R. Sajecki, Commissioner of Planning and 
Building 

Originator’s file:
OZ 14/001 W3 

Meeting date: 
2016/06/27 

Subject 
RECOMMENDATION REPORT (WARD 3)  

Applications to permit a terraced three to six storey mixed use building with 52 

residential units and commercial uses on the ground floor 

971 Burnhamthorpe Road East 

Northeast corner of Burnhamthorpe Road East and Tomken Road 

Owner: Reza Tahmesbi 

File: OZ 14/001 W3 

Recommendation 
That the report dated June 7 2016, from the Commissioner of Planning and Building 

recommending approval of the applications under File OZ 14/001 W3, Reza Tahmesbi, 

971 Burnhamthorpe Road East, northeast corner of Burnhamthorpe Road East and Tomken 

Road,  be adopted in accordance with the following: 

1. That the application to amend Mississauga Official Plan from Motor Vehicle Commercial

to Mixed Use – Special Site to permit a terraced three to six storey, mixed use building

with commercial units on the ground floor be approved.

2. That the application to change the zoning from C5-3 (Motor Vehicle Commercial) to

C4-Exception (Mainstreet Commercial) to permit a terraced three to six storey, mixed use

building with 52 residential units and ground floor commercial units in accordance with the

proposed revised zoning standards described in Appendix 4 of this report, be approved

subject to the following conditions:

a) That the applicant agree to satisfy all the requirements of the City and any other external

agency concerned with the development;

b) That the school accommodation condition as outlined in City of Mississauga Council

Resolution 152-98 requiring that satisfactory arrangements regarding the adequate
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provision and distribution of educational facilities have been made between the 

developer/applicant and the School Boards not apply to the subject lands. 

3. In the event these applications are approved by Council, that staff be directed to hold

discussions with the applicant to secure community benefits, in accordance with Section 37

of the Planning Act and the Corporate Policy and Procedure on Bonus Zoning, and to return

to Council with a Section 37 report outlining the recommended community benefits upon

conclusion of the discussions.

4. That the decision of Council for approval of the rezoning application be considered null and

void, and a new development application be required unless a zoning by-law is passed

within 18 months of the Council decision.

Report Highlights 
 Comments were received from the public regarding traffic, height and density, impact on

the surrounding neighbourhood and servicing;

 Staff are satisfied with the changes to the proposal and find it to be acceptable from a

planning standpoint, and recommend that the applications be approved.

Background 
A public meeting was held by the Planning and Development Committee on March 3, 2015, at 

which time an Information Report (Appendix 1) was received for information. Recommendation 

PDC-0018-2015 was then adopted by Council on April 1, 2015.  

That the Report dated March 3, 2015 from the Commissioner of Planning and Building 

regarding the applications by Reza Tahmesbi to permit a six storey, mixed use building 

with 56 residential units and commercial uses on the ground floor under File OZ 14/001 

W3, at 971 Burnhamthorpe Road East, be received for information. 

Given the amount of time since the public meeting, full notification was provided in accordance 

with the Planning Act. 

Comments 

REVISED DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL 

The applicant has made modifications to the proposed concept plan including: 

 Decreasing the number of apartment units from 56 to 52

 Decreasing the total gross floor area and slightly increasing the gross commercial floor area

 Reconfiguring the outdoor amenity space and adding a communal outdoor terrace

 Redesigning the building and site plan to reduce shadow impacts
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COMMUNITY COMMENTS 

The community comments below were identified by residents through written correspondence, 

at a community meeting held by Ward 3 Councillor Chris Fonseca on November 24, 2014 and 

at the public meeting held by the Planning and Development Committee on March 3, 2015. The 

applicant has made revisions to the proposal to address issues raised at the Public Meeting, 

including reconfiguring the building layout and amenity space and reducing the unit count. 

Comment 

The proposed height, scale and density does not fit in with the character of the area, especially 

with the detached and semi-detached houses to the north and east. The shadowing and 

overlook from the building will impact the surrounding houses. 

Response 

The development provides an appropriate transition in built form to the surrounding low rise 

residential area to the north and east of the site. The setbacks and stepbacks allow for 

adequate separation, minimize overlook and allow for light penetration. The landscape buffer 

along the north and east property lines will support the growth of new and existing trees to 

screen the building. A sun/shadow study was submitted which shows no significant impacts on 

the adjacent properties. 

This concern is further addressed in the Planning Comments section of this report. 

Comment 

The site is adjacent to a low density residential neighbourhood so the level of intensification is 

inappropriate.  

Response 

This concern is addressed in the Planning Comments section of this report. 

Comment 

If approved, the project will create a precedent for development at major intersections along 

Burnhamthorpe Road East.  

Response 

Similar development on vacant corners or motor vehicle commercial sites would require 

planning applications and would involve a public process. Each development application is 

reviewed on its own merits, which include demonstrating compatibility with the area context, 

conforming with official plan policies, providing supporting technical information and illustrating 

principles of good planning and design. The Mississauga Official Plan policies envision the 

redevelopment of underutilized commercial sites along corridors such as Burnhamthorpe Road 

to mixed use sites.  
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Comment 

The additional population will add pressure to local infrastructure and services. 

Response 

Studies and reports evaluating the impact of the development on local infrastructure and 

services have been submitted in support of the applications and have been found to be 

acceptable. A further review of capacity for a larger area within Ward 3 was recently undertaken 

by the Region and the City in support of another development application in the area. The study 

found that the roads, water, sewer and parks infrastructure are adequate to accommodate 

additional future population.  

Comment 

The development may cause additional flooding on the site and surrounding lands. 

Response  

Transportation and Works Department staff have no objection to the proposed development 

based on the revised Functional Servicing Report (FSR) and as per the City’s requirements,

there will be no increase in flows to the existing storm infrastructure as a result of the proposed 

development. During the processing of the site plan application, staff will identify additional 

storm water management techniques through the site drainage and landscape design.  

Comment 

The added traffic and parking demand will not be acceptable and the entrance to the site will 

cause delays and safety concerns on Tomken Road.  

Response 

Transportation and Works Department staff reviewed the Traffic Impact Study submitted with 

the applications and found it to be acceptable. As the project is small in scale, it will not result in 

a large volume of traffic. In response to concerns, Transportation and Works Department staff 

undertook a further review of site and traffic conditions in September 2015 and confirmed that 

the completed traffic counts are acceptable and the proposed full-moves access on Tomken 

Road should operate safely. To improve the inbound and outbound left turning movements for 

the subject development, road improvements will be incorporated, including line painting and 

the shifting of a curb on the west side of Tomken Road.  

As part of the development, Bus Stop 1576 is proposed to be relocated to the southeast corner 

of Burnhamthorpe Road East and Tomken Road to improve transit operations and passenger 

connectivity. This will also ensure that there are no sight line concerns with transit vehicles since 

they will not stop near the site access.  

The proposed parking meets the City’s zoning by-law requirements and all parking spaces are

proposed to be underground. Bike parking spaces are also provided in keeping with the City’s 
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requirements. Uses that require a high amount of parking such as medical offices will not be 

permitted.  

Comment 

The proposed amenity areas on-site are not sufficient. 

Response 

An outdoor amenity area is provided on the east side of the building and a communal outdoor 

terrace on the top floor, as well as indoor amenity space. Staff are satisfied with the proposed 

provision of amenity space, and details of the spaces will be reviewed as part of the site plan 

approval process. The Burnhamthorpe Trail is located at the front of the site. Residents will 

have direct access to this multi-use, paved trail which runs from the eastern boundary of the 

City to Erin Mills Parkway and connects with other trails and bike routes. The land dedication 

along Burnhamthorpe Road East will provide enhanced streetscaping that residents can access 

as an additional amenity. The streetscape will consist of sodded areas, site furnishings and 

plantings. An existing seating area which is part of the Burnhamthorpe Trail system is located at 

the corner of Burnhamthorpe Road East and Tomken Road. It will be connected directly to the 

building by a walkway that leads through the newly enhanced landscaping and will provide a 

pedestrian link from the building to the corner traffic lights.  

Comment 

The area does not need more commercial uses. 

Response 

Mississauga Official Plan states that retail uses will be encouraged to develop in combination 

with residential and office uses. In order to create a complete community, the City encourages 

compact, mixed use development. The property is an existing motor vehicle commercial site. 

The official plan discourages intensification proposals that result in a significant loss of 

commercial floor space.  

UPDATED AGENCY AND CITY DEPARTMENT COMMENTS 

Region of Peel 

Comments updated April 11, 2016 state that adequate capacity has been confirmed for water 

and waste water services for the proposed development. Should the applications be approved, 

a revised Functional Servicing Report is required to correct minor technical details. Waste 

removal details will be reviewed as part of site plan approval.  

City Community Services Department  

Comments updated April 19, 2016, state that future residents of the development will receive 

park service at Allison's Park (P-230), which is located approximately 700 m (2,296 ft.) from the 

site and contains a play site and a senior unlit soccer field.  
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Prior to by-law enactment, cash contributions for street tree planting will be required for Tomken 

Road and upgraded streetscape on Burnhamthorpe Road East will be secured through a 

Servicing Agreement for Municipal Works. Furthermore, prior to the issuance of building permits 

for each lot or block, cash-in-lieu for park or other public recreational purposes is required 

pursuant to Section 42 of the Planning Act and in accordance with the City's Policies and By-

laws. 

City Transportation and Works Department 

Comments updated February 18, 2016, state that in the event these applications are approved 

by Council and prior to enactment of the Zoning By-law, the applicant will be required to: 

 Enter into a Servicing Agreement for Municipal Works for the construction of the required
municipal works, land dedications (11.28 m (37 ft.)) towards the completion of the
Burnhamthorpe Road East right of way) and easements

 Enter into a Development Agreement

 Submit a final clean-up report and submission of a complete Record of Site Condition
(RSC) to meet the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change standards to ensure any
contaminants from current and previous uses have been addressed

 Provide updated Grading, Servicing and Site Context Plans

 Confirm the intended tenure of the commercial component

Site specific details are to be addressed through the Site Plan review and approval process. 

PLANNING COMMENTS 

Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) and Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe 

The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) contains the Province's policies concerning land use 

planning for Ontario. All planning decisions are required to be consistent with these policies.   

The PPS encourages intensification of land within urban areas, promotes efficient use of 

infrastructure and public facilities, and encourages mixed use developments and the support of 

public transit. 

The Provincial Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (Growth Plan) directs 

municipalities to "identify the appropriate type and scale of development in intensification 

areas". It states that intensification areas will be planned and designed to "achieve an 

appropriate transition of built form to adjacent areas". The PPS and Growth Plan indicate that 

development must be governed by appropriate standards including density and scale. These 

policies are implemented through Mississauga's Official Plan.  

The proposed development adequately takes into account the existing context and provides an 

appropriate transition of built form to adjacent areas as referenced in the Official Plan section 

below. 
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Strategic Plan 

The proposal supports two of the Pillars in the Strategic Plan. It addresses the "Connect" Pillar 

by contributing to a walkable, mixed-use neighbourhood and enhancing the pedestrian 

environment around the corner and around the site. It also addresses the "Move" Pillar as it 

results by directing growth along a Corridor that is served by transit routes and the Multi-Use 

Trail.  

Official Plan 

The proposal requires an amendment to the Mississauga Official Plan policies for the Rathwood 

Neighbourhood Character Area from Motor Vehicle Commercial to Mixed Use – Special Site.

Provincial legislation under the Planning Act and the City’s official plan allow for site-specific

changes in Mississauga Official Plan and the City’s Zoning By-law if a proposal meets the test

of good planning. This recognizes the fact that appropriate development can include proposals 

that are outside of the planned land use and built form vision for each property as outlined in the 

City’s planning regulations. After a rigorous review process, this project has been found to 
represent appropriate redevelopment and therefore the planning permissions for the lands 

should be changed. 

As outlined in the Information Report, Section 19.5.1 of Mississauga Official Plan provides the 

following criteria for evaluating site specific Official Plan Amendments: 

 Will the proposal adversely impact or destabilize the overall intent, goals and

objectives of the Official Plan; and the development or functioning of the remaining

lands which have the same designation, or neighbouring lands?

 Are the lands suitable for the proposed uses, and are the proposed land uses

compatible with existing and future uses of the surrounding lands?

 Are there adequate engineering services, community infrastructure and multi-modal

transportation systems to support the proposed application?

 Has a planning rationale with reference to Mississauga Official Plan policies, other

relevant policies, good planning principles and the merits of the proposed

amendment in comparison with the existing designation been provided by the

applicant?

Planning staff have evaluated the criteria against this proposed development. The approval of 

the applications will not adversely impact the overall goals and objectives of Mississauga Official 

Plan and is appropriate for the development of the area. 

Directing Growth 

The proposal meets the intent of the "Direct Growth" policies of the official plan. The subject 

property is located within the Rathwood Neighbourhood Character Area. In the City Structure 

policies of the official plan, Neighbourhoods are not identified as the focus for intensification but 
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the plan allows for modest additional growth and intensification where the proposal is 

compatible and enhances the surrounding development. The proposed development is an 

appropriately scaled development that enhances the surrounding context, gradually transitions 

towards the existing low density neighbourhood and is compatible with existing development.  

The policies for non-intensification areas such as Neighbourhoods direct that residential 

intensification will generally occur through infilling and the development of existing commercial 

sites as mixed use areas. Where higher density uses are proposed, they should be located 

along Corridors such as Burnhamthorpe Road. The proposal represents appropriate mixed-use 

intensification on an existing, underutilized motor vehicle commercial property and would allow 

for site remediation of a former gas station site. This development would be the first residential 

intensification project on this section of Burnhamthorpe Road East. Should applications be 

received for the other corners at this intersection, each would be evaluated on its own merits 

and would be dependent on site size and relationship to existing surrounding development. The 

sites located at the other corners of the intersection of Burnhamthorpe Road East and Tomken 

Road are smaller than the subject site and would not accommodate the same size of building.  

While this is a mid-rise intensification project, it provides an opportunity for completing the 

community by introducing a different form and tenure of housing to those wishing to relocate to, 

or to remain in the neighbourhood. As well, the ground floor commercial space, not only serves 

the surrounding local community, but also provides relief along the Burnhamthorpe Trail that 

traverses this corridor. Providing development at key intersections creates interest and breaks 

up the monotony of reverse lot frontages, which characterizes the majority of the 

Burnhamthorpe Road Corridor east of Cawthra Road. In addition, it sets a standard for a built 

form that respects the surrounding low density neighbourhood by focusing height at the corner 

of an arterial road and a major collector road and stepping down to the adjacent low rise 

dwellings.  

The Rathwood Neighbourhood includes various housing types such as apartment buildings up 

to seven storeys along Rathburn Road to the north. Across the City, in Neighbourhoods outside 

of Nodes and the Downtown, the Floor Space Index (FSI) of apartment sites ranges from 0.05 

to 5.26. The proposed FSI of 1.78 fits within this range.  

Compatibility with the Neighbourhood  

While the project addresses the official plan policies, the fundamental question in evaluating the 

proposal is "does the proposed building fit in with the community or will it have an adverse 

impact on the surrounding homes?". While the width of Burnhamthorpe Road can easily 

accommodate more height, staff analyzed in detail the north and easterly sides of the proposed 

building adjacent to the existing homes. The official plan specifies a maximum height of four 

storeys in Neighbourhoods but states that proposals for heights more than four storeys will be 

considered where it can be demonstrated that an appropriate transition in heights that respects 

the surrounding context will be achieved.  
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The building form with its multiple planes and upper storeys that begin to step back above the 

third and fourth storeys creates a gradual transition in scale toward the 1.5 and 2 storey 

residential dwellings on the adjoining properties. The building setbacks relative to the north and 

east property lines combined with the step backs of the upper floors, result in upper storeys that 

are contained within a 45 degree angular plane relative to the property lines of adjacent low 

density dwellings. This results in a smaller floor area on the upper storeys: preliminary floor 

plans show 14 units on the second and third floors, 12 units on the fourth floor, eight units on 

the fifth floor and four units on the top floor. This building configuration minimizes overlook and 

maximizes sun exposure to the adjacent low density residential dwellings. The terraced building 

form and the distance separation it achieves relative to the adjacent homes, meets the 

performance standards required to achieve an appropriate transition in built form to low rise 

residential areas. The different heights and step backs are shown and dimensioned on a 

diagram in Appendix 2, Page 2. 

In response to resident concerns, the proposal has been updated to include additional outdoor 

amenity area and fewer units. City staff also requested that a pedestrian level wind study be 

completed to ensure that there are no adverse impacts on the surrounding properties, public 

walkway and sidewalks. Additional traffic analysis was completed and the bus stop will be 

relocated to the south side of Burnhamthorpe Road East to avoid potential sight line concerns 

with vehicles entering the development from Tomken Road. As well, the building stepbacks 

were reconfigured to ensure there would no significant shadow impacts on the adjacent homes. 

Building and Site Design 

The composition of exterior finishes includes a warm coloured brick that is compatible with the 

surrounding homes, but is broken up by a combination of glass and white horizontal and vertical 

surfaces. This, combined with the stepped upper floors introduces some movement to the built 

form, and lightens the building mass.  

The building location and setbacks allow for a 4.5 m (14.8 ft.) wide landscape buffer along the 

west property line, the north property line and the northern half of the east property line. The 

landscape buffers along the north and east property lines are unencumbered by the 

underground parking structure and will therefore have sufficient soil depth to support the growth 

of new trees to maturity and the preservation of existing trees. The continuous tree canopy will 

provide some visual relief and create a greater perception of privacy for the adjacent homes. 

The tree canopy and soft landscaping also provide a buffer for the public walkway next to the 

north property line. 3D images of the building from various perspectives (including from homes 

to the north and east of the property) are shown on Appendix 3, Page 8.  

Infrastructure 

As noted in the comments regarding servicing, an analysis of capacity for the area along 

Burnhamthorpe Road East indicates that there is sufficient capacity to accommodate the 

proposal. The development supports the efficient use of infrastructure and is well served by an 

arterial and a major collector road and transit. The site is served by Burnhamthorpe Routes 26 
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and 76, which provide access to the Islington subway station and Route 51 along Tomken Road 

which runs north to connect to the Mississauga Transitway, which is approximately one 

kilometre (0.62 miles) north of the site.  

Summary 

The proposed terraced building provides a sensitive transition to surrounding homes and the 

studies and drawings have been reviewed to ensure that overlook conditions, shadow and wind 

impacts meet City requirements.The applicant has provided a planning justification report, and 

staff concur with the conclusion that the applications represent good planning.  

The details of the proposed Official Plan Amendment are found in the Information Report 

(Appendix 1).  

Zoning 

The proposed C4-Exception (Mainstreet Commercial) zone is appropriate to accommodate the 

requested residential and commercial uses. Appendix 4 contains a summary of the proposed 

site specific zoning provisions. An exception schedule will specify the locations of the building 

as well as the maximum heights and minimum stepbacks for each floor of the building.  

Bonus Zoning 

Council adopted Corporate Policy and Procedure 07-03-01 – Bonus Zoning on September 26,

2012. In accordance with Section 37 of the Planning Act and policies contained in the Official 

Plan, this policy enables the City to secure community benefits when increases in permitted 

height and/or density are deemed to be good planning by Council through the approval of a 

development application. 

Should these applications be approved by Council, the recommendations contained in this 

report request Council to direct staff to hold discussions with the applicant to secure community 

benefits and to return to Council with a Section 37 report outlining the recommended community 

benefits. 

Site Plan 

Prior to development of the lands, the applicant will be required to obtain site plan approval. No 

site plan application has been submitted to date for the proposed development.  

While the applicant has worked with City departments to address many site plan related issues 

through the review of the concept plan, further revisions will be needed to address matters such 

as servicing, amenity space details, noise reduction, stormwater management and architectural 

details.  
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Financial Impact 
Development charges will be payable in keeping with the requirements of the Development 

Charges By-law of the City. Also, the financial requirements of any other commenting agency 

must be met. 

Conclusion 
The proposed Official Plan Amendment and Rezoning are acceptable from a planning 

standpoint and should be approved once all conditions have been met, for the following 

reasons: 

1. The proposal for a terraced three to six storey, mixed use building is compatible with the

surrounding land uses based on site layout, transition and building design.

2. The proposal is in keeping with the character of the Rathwood Neighbourhood Character

3. Area and the goals and objectives of Mississauga Official Plan. The proposed official

plan provisions and zoning standards are appropriate to accommodate the requested

uses.

Attachments 
Appendix 1: Information Report 

Appendix 2: Revised Concept Plan and Concept Plan Showing Heights 

Appendix 3: Revised Elevations and Exterior Views 

Appendix 4: Revised Zoning Standards 

Edward R. Sajecki 
Commissioner of Planning and Building 

Prepared by:   Aiden Stanley, Development Planner 
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Reza Tahmesbi File:  OZ 14/001 W3 

Summary of Existing Zoning By-law Provisions 

"C5-3" (Motor Vehicle Commercial – Exception ), which permits gas bars, service stations,

car wash facilities and motor vehicle repair facilities.  

Proposed Zoning Standards 

"C4 (Mainstreet 
Commercial)" Zoning 
By-law Standards 

Proposed "C4-Exception" 
(Mainstreet Commercial) 
Zoning By-law Standards 

Permitted uses Retail, service, entertainment, 
office and residential uses 

Grade related retail, service 
and office uses with 5 storeys 
of residential dwellings.  

Maximum height – flat roof 12.5 m (41.0 ft.) and 3 storeys 20 m (65.61 ft.) and 6 storeys 

Combined maximum total 
gross floor area – apartment
dwelling and gross floor area 
– non residential

n/a 5150 m2 (55,436 sq. ft.) 

Maximum total gross floor 
area – non residential

No maximum 455 m2 (4,897.58 sq. ft.) 

Maximum total gross floor 
area – apartment dwelling

No maximum 4720 m2 (50,807 sq. ft.) 

Minimum amenity area –
outdoor 

n/a 155 m2 (1668.4 sq. ft.) 

Minimum amenity area –
indoor 

n/a 84 m2 (904.2 sq. ft.) 

Minimum number of bicycle 
parking spaces 

n/a 42 

Maximum projection of a 
balcony or terrace located 
above the first storey 
measured from the outermost 
face or faces of the building 
from which the balcony or 
terrace projects 

n/a 2.5 m (8.2 ft.) 

Maximum height of a 
mechanical area above the 6th 
storey 

n/a 5 m (16.4 ft.) 

Exception Schedule n/a All site development plans 
shall comply with the 
exception schedule which 
reflects the concept plan 
(Appendix 2). 
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